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Abstract 
Let A = [amn], B = [b,,] be two regular Toeplitz matrices. Suppose that for every convergent sequence (s,} its 
B-transform {CT@)) where U(~) = 1” m 7 m n =, b,,s,, converges not slower than aLA), in the sense that 1 CT,“) - s 1 G K 1 aLA) 
- s(, where s = lim,,, s,, and K.-does not depend on m (only on (s&Then A and B are equivalent (i.e., they 
sum the same sequences, even unbounded), and, moreover, A and B essentially coincide: there exists a number p 
such that amn =b,, if map. 
Keywords: Accelerating convergence; Linear summability methods; Remanent sequences 
In this paper we will prove a result concerning the speed of convergence of sequences of real 
or complex numbers by regular linear summability methods. One of the basic results in 
summability theory is the so-called Bounded Consistency Theorem [1,7] (see also [2] for basic 
definitions). It says that if A and B are two regular Toeplitz matrices, and B is stronger than 
A in the class of bounded sequences, i.e., every bounded sequence s = (s,} summable by A is 
also summable by B, then A-lim s, = B-lim s, for every bounded sequence summable by A. It 
is natural to compare different summability methods looking not only on the size of the set of 
sequences summable by them, but also on the “quality” of the job done by them, i.e., 
comparing their speeds of summability of sequences. Numerous results in this direction have 
been obtained in recent years, mostly in connection with the study of accelerating convergence 
in numerical analysis (see, for example, [9] and references therein). 
Given a class S of convergent sequences, it is natural to ask whether or not there exist 
Toeplitz matrices accelerating convergence of all sequences in S. Wimp [9, p.281 asked this 
question for the class of all convergent sequences. 
It turns out that, roughly speaking, for sufficiently large classes S the answer is negative. 
Several results in this direction have been obtained in [3-5,9]. Most of the proofs are based on 
different versions of the notion of remanent sequence introduced in [4]. We will consider a 
more general question that can be described as a “relativized version” of Wimp’s question. 
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Namely, given two Toeplitz matrices A and B, with B stronger than A, is it possible for B to 
be accelerative with respect to A (in a natural sense)? The answer is still no. Informally 
speaking, this means that if B does all the job done by A (and, in view of the Bounded 
Consistency Theorem, B sums at least all bounded sequences to the same limits as A does), 
then B cannot always perform this job better than A. A consequence of our result (in the 
special case when A is identity) is the nonexistence of a matrix accelerating convergence for 
every convergent sequence. 
Although we do not use remanent sequences, one can visualize both our method and the 
method of remanent sequences as versions of a classical technique that was called “the sliding 
hump method” [8, p.1561. 
Notation. (1) Let A = [am,n], m, yt = 1, 2,. . . , be an infinite matrix with real or complex entries. 
For any p = 1, 2,. . . , we denote by A, the matrix obtained from A by crossing out the first p 
rows of A. 
(2) Given a regular Toeplitz matrix A = [u~,~ ] and a sequence s = Is,};=, of real or complex 
numbers, we denote by (T (A) = U(~)(S) the A-transform of s (if it exists), i.e., the sequence 
crcA) = {aL’)}zE1 with aA’) = C~=,U~,~S,. 
Definition 1. Given two convergent sequences so) = {SE’) and s(*) = {SE’], lim m +mSnl (1) = cy, 
lim In +??s, (2) = p we will say that the sequence s(*) converges not slower than s(l) if there exists a 
constant K = &s (l), s(*)) and a number m,, m, = m&s(‘), s(*)) such that 
Isg)--pl <KIst)-al, for all mam,. (1) 
We will say that s(*) accelerates so) if 
Is?-PI 
!‘ym Isp_al =O* 
Definition 2. We will call a regular Toeplitz matrix A universally accelerating if for any 
convergent sequence s = Is,}, its A-transform (T (A’(s) accelerates s. We will say that A is 
weakly accelerating if for any convergent sequence s the sequence @‘j(s) converges not slower 
than s. 
Definition 3. Let A, B be two regular Toeplitz matrices with B stronger than A (i.e., for every 
s = {s,) with O(~)(S) convergent, its B-transform (T (B’(s) is also convergent). We call the matrix 
B universally accelerating with respect to A if for every A-summable sequence {s,} its B-trans- 
form accelerates its A-transform. We will say that B is weakly accelerating with respect to A if 
for every A-summable sequence {s,} its B-transform converges not slower than its A-transform. 
Theorem 4. Let A and B be two regular Toeplitz matrices with B stronger than A. If B is weakly 
accelerating with respect to A, then A and B are equivalent in the sense that the classes of 
A-summable and B-summable sequences coincide. 
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Corollary 5. Every weakly accelerating linear method of summability is equivalent to convergence. 
Theorem 4 in turn will be obtained as a corollary of the following stronger statement giving a 
complete description of the “weak accelerating relation” between two regular matrices. 
Theorem 6. Let A = [a,,,] and B = [b,,,] be two regular Toeplitz matrices. If for every 
convergent sequence s = (s,) the sequence Bs = {u,$‘)} convergences not slower than As = {ahA)}, 
then A, = BP for some p. 
Remark 7. Since universal accelerating obviously implies weak accelerating, Theorem 6 shows 
that, given any regular Toeplitz matrix A, there are no matrices B universally accelerating with 
respect to A. Theorem 6 also shows that the “weak accelerating relation” between A and B, 
which a priori does not look symmetric, in fact, is a symmetric relation on the set of all regular 
matrices. 
Proof of Theorem 6. We assume the contrary and, first, obtain the contradiction under the 
following additional assumption: 
For infinitely many m the mth rows of A and B are not proportional. 
(Proportionality means that 
for some number A,. Since we can assume without loss of generality that none of the matrices 
A, B contain zero rows, the notion of proportionality is symmetric with respect to A and B.) 
It will be shown later how to get rid of this assumption. Suppose that the numbers of 
nonproportional rows are {m,},=,,,,,,., where m, < m2 < . * - <m, < - *. . Without loss of 
generality we can assume that 
1 - i %,,n < ;> I= 1, 2,. . . . (2) 
n=l 
Let us associate to each m, a pair of numbers (pt, n,) in the following way. 
(a) If there exists qr such that 
a = m1.41 07 bm,,q, # 07 
we set pt = nt = q, (if such qt is nonunique, choose the minimum possible). In this case we call 
the number m, singular. 
(b) Suppose’m, is not singular. Then take as n, any number such that 
a m,,n, + 0. 
Then take as pt any number for which 
(3) 
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Since m, is not singular, we can find p, such that am,,p, # 0. It is clear that for any 1 either 
a rn,,n, + bm,,n, 
or 
a 
m,,p, + b%P,. 
We can assume that (4) always takes place (otherwise interchange 
Now we start to construct a sequence (s,} of real numbers. 
obtained in the form 
s, = lim s:), 
i-cc 
(4) 
(5) 
pl and n/l. 
The sequence {s,} will be 
so, for any i = 1, 2,. . . , a certain sequence {sz)) will be constructed. In order to do this, we will 
need three auxiliary sequences of natural numbers: 
{li}> (vi} and {vi}, i= 1, 2,.... 
Let I, = 1, 1/l = max(n,,, pt,). Define 
sF~“‘=O, for 1 Gn GE/,. (6) 
We obviously have 
SC”) = 0, 
m,,,k k 
k=l 
g b,,,I,ksio) = 0. 
k=l 
Consider now two cases. 
(a) The number m,, is not singular. Then we perturb {s~~)};I~ into a sequence {sil)},“lI in the 
following way. Define 
s(l) = p + El) 
n/l fill 
a 
s(1) = p) _ E1 mi, 
P/I PII a ’ 
“‘1 ,P/, 
s(I) = sz’), n for all other n, l<n<v,, 
where Ed is chosen in such a way that 
(7) 
a ml, A, I I 1 ~ <-. a m/, P/, 2 
Notice that 
&X s(1) = 0 m,,,k k ’ 
k=l 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
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(The inequality (10) follows from (31.1 It is easily checked (use (6) and (7)) that 
Is:“\ < 3, for l<nnur. 
(b) The number m,, is singular. Then we set 
s(1) = $(O) + $ ) 
n’l “11 
s~)=s~~), for n fn,,, 1 <n <or. 
The conditions (9)-(11) are satisfied in this case too. 
313 
(11) 
Now we continue our construction. Choose v’, > V, such that 
00 co 
Set s(r) = 0 for V~ + 1 G n G v;. It is clear that n 
k=l 
Now assume that for all i, i = 1, 2,. . . , j, we have defined numbers li, vi, v;, as well as finite 
sequences {@), s$), . . . , s$‘) such that 
Vi > V:-r > Vi-l, li’ ii-r> 
Is;)I<l-($, l<nnV;, 
(9 = 0 
k=l 
m,,,kSk ’ 
lilb I m,,,k sp def = ai > 0, 
k=vi+l 
q,k 1 G ;, 2 ibm,,,k/ <‘. 
k=v;+l 2i 
Let us describe the inductive step j -+ j + 1. First, find Zj+1 > lj such that 
4 1 
Since, obviously, Zj+ 1 a j + 1, we can use (2) to find vj+r > v;, for which 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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Then we set 
#) = 
&,a,,+,,,s~) 
n -sgn(a*l > 
J+l+ WV;+l(%l,+l,k I ’ 
for v,’ + 1 < II G vi + 1. It follows from (16)~(18) that 
for vi f 1 <rz < v~+~. 
Also, (18) implies that 
v, + 1 
c %,,+,,kG’ = 0. 
k=l 
(Formally, we allow matrix elements a,,,,, to be complex numbers. In order for the notation in 
(18) still to make sense in this case, we can adopt the convention that sgn z = 1 z 1 /z for a 
complex number z # 0, and sgn 0 = 0.) 
Now let 
v, + I 
'j+l = c bm,,+,,ksy’ * 
k=l 
If 
If 
ij,, > 0, we set 
,(i+ 1) = $1 
n n , forV~+l~nGVj+lm 
gj+ 1 = 0, we consider two possibilities. 
(a) The number m,,+, is not singular. Then we set 
a 
s(j+l) =s(j) + Ej+l, 
Q,+1 “‘,+I 
s(j+ 1) = s(j) 
ml,+lJq+l 
_ 
PI,+1 PI,+1 ‘j+l a 
7 
mJ,+,JQ,+, 
so+ ‘) = sy), n for all other it, 1 G n < vi+ 1. 
Here l j+l is chosen to satisfy the following inequalities: 
0 < Ej+l~ (t)j+‘, 
a 
ml,+l’n$+l 
‘j+l 
I I 
a 
< (;)j+l, 
m$+l’q+l 
4 
k=l 
for all i Gj, 
for all i G j. 
(19 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
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Then we will have 
vj+l 
c ~mll+l,kS~+l) = 0, 
k=l 
and also (taking (3) into account), 
8j+l>oT 
where 
‘j+I = c bml,+l,kSffl) * 
k=l 
It follows from (191, (20) and (12) that 
Is~+‘)\<~-(;)‘+~, l<k<vj+l. 
We also have 
315 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(b) Now let us consider the case when m,j+l is singular. Then we define 
,(i+ 1) = S(j) 
“I,+1 “!,+I 
+ E, 
Jfl' 
,(i+ 1) = s(i) 
n 
n , forallother 12, l=~n<v~+i, 
where l j+l > 0 is chosen arbitrarily as long as it satisfies (191, (21) and (22). It is easy to check 
that (23)-(26) are still satisfied in this case. 
This completes the construction of sz+l), 1 < n < v~+~. 
Now take some vj + 1 > vi+ 1 for which 
2 1 G and 5 1 1 G * k=v;+I \“m,,+l,k 4$11) k=v;+I b,ii+I,k 4&11j 
Then set sy+l) = 0 for vj+i < 12 G vi+i. It is clear that 
v;+1 
I 
c amg+,,kSij+‘) = 0, 
k=l 
8j+l ‘f E bm,,+,,k$+l) > 0, 
k=l 
and the inductive step j + j + 1 is completed. Therefore, we can assume that for every i = 1, 
2 )... a finite sequence (s(li), sy), . . . , s$)} has been constructed. 
The inequality (12) yields that for every IZ there is a limit s, = lim,,,sz), and (12) and (13) 
show that 
IS,1 Gl, n=1,2 ,...) (27) 
lim s, = 0. 
n+m 
We will prove that (1) is not satisfied for sequences s$‘) = As (= {oAA)}> and sL*) = BS (= {a)}). 
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Let m = rnIt for some i = 1, 2,. . . . Then, 
v; 
ucA)= xa,,,,s,+ c a,,,,s,, m 
k=l ’ k=v;+l ’ 
m 
a,,,($+“) - sv’) + c lam,kSkI 
k=v;+l 
But (14) yields 
xj”) = 0 9 
and (21) yields 
q*) < t 
isi ai 
-<-. 
j=l 4j+li 2i 
Next, (15) and (27) give 
Combining these estimates, we have 
On the other hand, 
ucB) = 2 b, kSk + m 
k=l ’ 
e b,,,ksk. 
k=v;+l 
Hence, 
b,,k(sp+l) - @) - 5 ( bm,ksk 1 
k=v;+l 
Ef $“’ _ -$“I _ 2:“‘. 
We have 
2:“’ = 6. I) 
and the estimates of 2 !jB) 25”) are the same as for A. Therefore, , 
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Taking into account that (Y dzf lim s, = 0, we get 
JB) - (y 
m4 
&4 -(y >ii-1, i= 1, 2,..., 
m4 
and this contradicts (1). 
Up to this moment we assumed in our proof that A and B have infinitely many nonpropor- 
tional rows. Now consider the case when the number of nonproportional rows in A and B is 
finite. Throwing out, if necessary, a finite number of rows from A and B, we can assume 
without loss of generality that 
b,, = h,a,,,,,, m, n = 1, 2,. . . , 
where 
lim h,=l. 
This last condition follows from the regularity of A and B. 
In order to complete the proof, we need to show that there exists p such that A, = 1 for 
m ap. 
Suppose not. Then we can find numbers m, < m2 < . * - < m, * * . for which 
qdZffA,,,- l( >o. 
We can assume that 
IY[-ll G l 
3(1+ 1) ’ 
I= 1,2,..., 
where 
cc 
Yl = c am,,k 
k=l 
and that 
(28) 
(29) 
(otherwise we replace {m,) by its subsequence). As before, we will construct a certain sequence 
{s,} that will give us a contradiction with (1). 
To this end, two auxiliary sequences (EJ and {nJ, i = 1, 2,. . . , of natural numbers will be 
constructed inductively. 
Set 1, = 1. Then find n1 such that 
Then set 
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where [i is defined from 
61 2 amll,k = ‘* 
k=l 
It follows from (28)~(30) that 
Is,--11 <l, for l<nGn,. 
Also, 
?a 
k=l 
m,,,kSk = ‘* 
Now assume that we have already constructed 1, < 1, < . . . < lj, n1 < n2 < * . . < nj and si, 
s2,..., s,, such that 
Is,-11 <:, forn,_,+l<n<n,, (31) 
1 
2 am,,,kSk = 1, (32) 
k=l 
ii 
k=n,+l 
(am,t,kI < 3(i: 1), for i= 1, 2y...7j. 
Find lj+l for which 
? 1 amlj+,,k 1 < q7&) * 
k=l 
Then choose nj+ 1 such that 
and set 
s, =tj+l, for n 
&j+l 
+ 1 <n <nj+l, 
where [j+l is defined by the following relation: 
2 am,,+,,kSk+~j+l “E ‘m,,+,,k= la 
k=l k=nj+l 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
It can be easily checked that the inductive assumptions (32) and (33) are satisfied for i =j + 1. 
To check (31) for i = j + 1, we first notice that (31) taken for i <j (which is one of our inductive 
assumptions) implies that 
Is,1 <2, 1 ii=sni. 
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Since 
1 - zL%iqj+,,ksk 
‘j+’ = E~2;,+lam,,+,,k ’ 
for any n, nj + 1 <II < Itj+l, we now have 
Is,-ll= ISj+l-ll 
< 
’ - z~=lamQ+,,k~ +%?=~~~,g+,,k~ + E~=nj+,+l~ami,+,,k~ +2%llami,+,,kI 
~~;=lam, k ‘,+I* 1 - C~=l~ami,+,,k~ - ~~=n,+,+l~am,j+l,k( 
I1 - yI,+,I + 3C?=1iam,j+l.kI + ~~=n,+l+l~am,j+,,k~ 
’ bl,+,i - C”kl=llamii+l,kI - ~;=n,+,+llam, kl * ,+1’ 
Now (28), (34) and (35) show that the numerator of the last expression is bounded from above 
by 
1 1 1 1 
3(j + 2) + 3 2.9.(j+2) + 2*3*(j+2) ’ j+2’ 
Similarly, the denominator of this expression is bounded from below by 
1 1 1 j+l 
‘- 3(j+2) -32*9*(j+2) - 2*3*(j+2) ‘j+2* 
The last two estimates imply (31) for i = j + 1. 
This completes the inductive step, and we can assume that the whole sequence s = {s,}, 
II = 1, 2,. . . , has been constructed, and 
Is,IG2, for n=1,2 ,..., adzf lim s, = 1. 
n-tm 
Now let us consider its A-transform 
dA) =As. m 
Let m = m,, for some i. Then, 
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From (321, 
m 
aCA)-l= c a,,s,. m 
k=n,+l 
Hence, 
But for the B-transform o,,, (‘) of the same sequence (s,} we have 
Hence, 
&B) _ 1 
m4 I I A &Q-A ml, “I, m, +*m, = 
&o - 1 
-, 
&A) I 1 
‘4 
M4 
as i + cc. This contradicts (1) and completes the proof of Theorem 6. 0 
Remark 8. One can use the same method to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 6’. Let A and B be two regular Toeplitz matrices. If for any sequence s = {s,} with 
lim s = 0 its B-transform converges not slower than its A-transform, then A and B are n-r’= n 
absolutely equivalent, i.e., the classes of A-surnmable and B-summable sequences coincide. 
It is impossible to claim in this case that for some p, A, = BP (as we did in Theorem 6). 
is a simple counter-example. Let A be the identity, i.e., 
&A) = s m In, for any s = (sm}, 
and 
*(B) = s 
m m 1+L. 
i 1 m 
This 
For any s = (s,} with cr = lim s = 0, we have n-m n 
Ia;B)-(YI 
=1+:<2. 
Io~~)-cx m 
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